S2 Text. Pilot study on the assessment of mating preferences.

A pilot study was performed in 2011 to confirm (a) that mutual allopreening strongly predicts which pairs will end up breeding together [99], and (b) that allopreening is a more accurate assessment of mating preferences than realized mating patterns per se. Two flocks of 20 unpaired males and 20 unpaired females were first observed to identify allopreening pairs, and were then given access to nest material and nest boxes. Twenty-nine out of 32 pairs (91%) that ended up breeding in the nest boxes, had been previously identified based on allopreening. The three other pairs resulted from changes owing to mortality (1 pair) and intrasexual competition (2 pairs). In these latter cases, two females (and two males respectively) preferred the same male (the same female, respectively), and intra-sexual aggression decided about realized pairings. As we never observed individuals aggressively preventing allopreening, we concluded that the assessment of mating preferences was best evaluated by the occurrence of allopreening.
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